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Do you want to be charged up every day? Do you want to be focused for every meeting? Do you want greater health, balance and happiness?
    Facing a continual barrage of tasks coupled with a tough economy, many people feel completely drained by day’s end. To stay ahead of the game, you need to capitalize on your energy, to go full throttle when needed. Based upon his years of research as well as his coaching experiences with professional athletes and top executives, Dr. Steinberg has developed an energy management system comprised of 6 key emotional strengths. When you learn to master these strengths, you will thrive on the inside, regardless of what is happening on the outside. 
    

    Full Throttle is filled with incredible stories, realistic examples, topical insights and hands on tools-Here is what you can expect to gain from reading this book:      

	Get Focused for every meeting      
	Develop greater balance in your life      
	Become more productive but work less hard      
	Plug up all the energy drains      
	Discover your inner flame of excellence      
	Be able to overcome obstacles and adversity      
	Be happier in your moments      
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Deciding Who Leads: How Executive Recruiters Drive, Direct, and Disrupt the Global Search for Leadership TalentNicholas Brealey Publishing, 2008


	Leadership recruiting and succession rank as the most pivotal agendas

	for today’s growth-minded, change-oriented organizations. Given the

	risks and rewards inherent in senior-management recruiting, deciding

	who leads is the quintessential challenge faced by boards of directors,

	senior corporate officers, and division or...
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Design for Software: A Playbook for DevelopersJohn Wiley & Sons, 2013

	A unique resource to help software developers create a desirable user experience


	Today, top-flight software must feature a desirable user experience. This one-of-a-kind book creates a design process specifically for software, making it easy for developers who lack design background to create that compelling user experience....
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An Interdisciplinary Approach for Disaster Resilience and Sustainability (Disaster Risk Reduction)Springer, 2019

	
		This book includes selected papers presented at the international expert forum on “Mainstreaming Resilience and Disaster Risk Reduction in Education,” held at the Asian Institute of Technology, Thailand on 1–2 December 2017. The journey towards disaster risk reduction and resilience requires the participation of a wide...
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WordPress For DummiesFor Dummies, 2014

	The bestselling WordPress guide, fully updated to cover the 2013 enhancements WordPress has millions of users, and this popular guide has sold more than 105,000 copies in its previous editions. With the newest releases of WordPress, author and WordPress expert Lisa Sabin-Wilson has completely updated the book to help you use and understand...
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Innovation Networks: New Approaches in Modelling and AnalyzingSpringer, 2009

	The idea for this book started when we organized a topical workshop entitled “Innovation Networks – New Approaches in Modeling and Analyzing” (held in Augsburg, Germany in October 2005), under the auspices of Exystence, a network of excellence funded in the European Union’s Fifth Framework Program. Unlike other...
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Advances in Questionnaire Design, Development, Evaluation and TestingJohn Wiley & Sons, 2019

	
		A new and updated definitive resource for survey questionnaire testing and evaluation

	
		Building on the success of the first Questionnaire Development, Evaluation, and Testing (QDET) conference in 2002, this book brings together leading papers from the Second International Conference on Questionnaire Design,...
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